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Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics

SPSS Tip 10.2
Robust independent t-test 

The first and lasts line of the syntax in Robust independent t-test.sps tell 
SPSS to begin and end communication with R, respectively. The three lines 
in between tell R what to do—these lines are R code, not SPSS syntax, and 
so do not end in full stops. The first loads the WRS2 package that contains 
the function we want to use. The second grabs your data from the SPSS data 
editor and places it in a data frame called mySPSSdata (you can change this 
name if you like, but you don’t need to). The final line runs the test using the 
function yuenbt(). Within this function we specify the data as being the data 
that we’ve just grabbed from SPSS, and we specify a formula for the test 
itself. This formula has the general form of outcome~predictor, in which out-
come is the name of the outcome variable (from the data editor), and predic-
tor is the name of the grouping variable. For these data the formula is 
Mischief~Cloak (which you could read as predict mischief from cloak). If you 
want to use this syntax on other data sets the only part of it that you need to 
edit is the formula by replacing Mischief and Cloak with the names of your 
variables.

mySPSSdata = spssdata.GetDataFromSPSS(factorMode = "labels")
yuenbt(Mischief~Cloak, data = mySPSSdata)
END PROGRAM.

To obtain the robust test select and run these five lines of syntax, which are explained in 
SPSS Tip 10.2.

Having run the syntax, you’ll find some rather uninspiring text output in the viewer (Output 10.6). 
This tells us that there is not a significant difference (because the confidence interval crosses zero and 
the p-value is greater than 0.05) in mischief scores across the two cloak groups, Yt = −1.36 (−2.52, 
0.52), p = 0.167.

Test statistic: -1.3607 (df = NA), p-value = 0.16694
Trimmed mean difference: -1
95 percent confidence interval: 
-2.5161 0.5161

Output 10.6




